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Islands of dreams
Rich in culture, white sand beaches, shopping opportunities and high‐end accommodation,
Indonesia is a traditional destination with a moderns twist

Tropical air
This spacious Balinese villa combines graceful Indonesian elements with every
contemporary comfort – the ambience is cool and relaxing
For those jaded with a fast-paced world and all its crowds, noise and constant
distractions, Indonesia offers a laid-back, serene alternative. However, along with the
traditional materials, fine detailing, personal service and abundant peace and quiet,
today’s hospitality companies ensure high-end stays include a modern appeal.
Casa Evaliza in Bali is a spacious rental villa, 250m from the beach in the upmarket
Seminyak area on the southwest coast. The villa is marketed on behalf of its owners by
BHM Villas to those who wish to enjoy the hotel experience of privacy, security and
attentive service but in a refined and peaceful villa setting, says group marketing
manager Miles Taylor.
“The appeal of Casa Evaliza is its peaceful atmosphere, thoughtful design, evocation of
local cultures, and high standard of service.”
The villa has been recently upgraded but retains its original alang alang thatch roofing
with wood support beams, and the traditional Balinese casual grouping of living spaces
across conjoined buildings.
Interior designer Maud Ferrand, of Maud Ferrand Interiors, says the villa’s central living
space is typical of the home’s eclectic decor.
“I like working with texture and for this project I combined touches such as bone
benches at the dining table, imported American fabrics and a stone feature wall with
more traditional elements, such as the ornate day bed, lanterns and mirror in the living
room,” says Ferrand.
Behind the scenes, every convenience is included. Satellite television, DVD and WiFi
internet facilities are in every room. The villa also has a kitchen and bathroom that
boasts the latest appliances and fixtures.
“Despite the peaceful Bali feel, Casa Evaliza offers guests 21st-century pampering.”
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